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Abstract
In material science, half filled 3d orbital of transition metals is essentially an important factor controlling characteristics of alloys and compounds. This paper presents a result of the challenge of
excitation of inner-core electron system with long lifetime of zinc films. The advanced zinc films
with excited inner-core electron, 3dn (n = 9, 8). We report experimental results of XPS measurements of 9 points in the sample along vertical direction, respectively. The most pronounced futures are existence of satellites, which are about 4 eV higher than the main lines. According to the
charge transfer mechanism proposed by A. Kotani and K. Okada, it was clarified that the origins of
these peaks are c3d9L for the main peak and c3d9 for the satellite, respectively. From the energy
difference, δEB, and peak intensity ratio, I+/I−, between c3d9 and c3d10L, the energy for charge
transfer, ∆, and mixing energy, T, were estimated. In the region where the intensity of c3d10L becomes large, ∆ becomes small, 1.2 < ∆ < 2.7, and T becomes small, too, 0.1 < T < 0.9, respectively. In
this calculation, we supposed Udc = 5.5 eV and Udd = 5.5 eV. In the analysis along vertical direction,
intensity profile of Zn3d9 showed odd functional symmetry and that of Zn3d10L showed even functional symmetry. Only the intensity profile of C1s (288 eV) showed the same spatial correlation
with Zn3d9. In our experiment, the sample also showed high mobility of the constituting elements.
These suggest that charge conservation in excited zinc atom suggests combination between Zn3d9
and C2−.
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1. Introduction

In developing new materials, there are nanotechnology, researching and development of composite materials,
the surface material modification and so on. However, these methods are controlling the outer shell electrons,
but in material creation, just controlling the outer shell electrons is insufficient. Our research is exciting inner
shell electrons of materials (Zinc). This is the way that excitation can affect the nature and performance of materials. There are some important elements in the formation of excimer such as Cu, Zn and Ga. In particular they
have been investigated by many researchers, which just proofed the existence of inner-shell holes and the lifetime of atomic excitation state with very short lifetime [1] [2]. Although, our research is creating excited states
with the permanent lifetime and learning the mechanism formation processes. The quantum dynamic approach
to the condensation process of excited zinc films by ion-recombination has been concluded by M. Hamasaki and
M. Obara [3] [4]. In this paper, the permanent lifetime of excited zinc thin films also has been substantiated by
XPS.

2. Sample Preparation
The experiment apparatus which was developed just by our research group is an integral evaporation system
with transmission electron spectroscopy evaluation (Electron-assisted PVD). Detailed sample preparation procedure has been published in [3] [4]. Main futures are followings: 1) substrate is 6.5φ mm sapphire enclosed by
gold electrode; 2) the surface of sapphire was irradiated with electrons of constant energy; 4) Background pressure is 10−5 Pa; 5) substrate temperature is from room temperature 30˚C to 100˚C; 6) The incident angle of electrons was 45˚ from the substrate surface. Then the 0.1 g zinc atoms were deposited on the insulate area from the
effusion cell at 600˚C. The energy dependence of condensed materials was measured. Discrete energy dependence was observed at 10 eV, 90 eV, 100 eV, 140 eV, and 230 eV. These energies are related to the binding
energies of zinc atom, 3d (10 eV), 3p (90 eV), and 3s (140 eV). Observed discreet energy dependence was classified into single excitation and double excitation. Since initial condition of the ion-recombination process is Zn+
and Zn−, transition processes should depend on the selection rule, ∆l = ±1 [5]. Observed strong diffuse scattering
intensity and enhancement of the intensity of Bragg diffraction are related to the transition at Zn+ and Zn−, respectively. The sample shown in Figure 1 was deposited at 100˚C and 230 eV.
We discussed experimental results of XPS measurements of 9 points in the sample with 6.5φ mm along vertical and horizontal direction, respectively, and it’s different between vertical and horizontal direction. In this
paper, we report the experimental results at vertical. The direction of the incident electron for the surface bias
and zinc ionization is parallel to the horizontal direction. Zinc films could conclude Zn what is the reaching object element, Al (substrate of the special excited zinc film is constituted by sapphire, Al2O3), Si (the effusion cell
is constituted by SiO2), C (adsorption from environment) and O (Al2O3, SiO2 and adsorption from environment).
The standard point of these data is Au4f7/2 (84.0 eV), Au5/2 (87.7 eV) and C1s (285.0 eV).

3. Results of XPS
Figure 1 shows measurement points on the exited zinc film surface and spatial distribution of XPS spectra of
C1s, O1s, Zn2p3/2, Al2p, Zn3p and Si2p. In C1s spectra, two peaks are recognized. The separation energy between the two peaks depends on the location. O1s peak profiles are relatively wide, which were fitted by three
peaks. Zn2p3/2 profiles include two peaks. Intensity of peaks depended on the location, and the two peaks had
different dependence on the location. The peaks of B at Zn2p3/2, mostly exist at the center region of the substrate.
Peaks of Zn3p include Zn3p3/2, Zn3p1/2 and shift peaks of Zn3p3/2 and Zn3p1/2. It is difficult to fit out four
peaks of those, clearly. Analysis of element, Zinc, is focused on Zn2p3/2. The peaks of Si2p spectra almost can’t
exhibit clearly. Al2p spectra showed strong broad single peak. From the viewpoint of correlation, spectra of C1s
at peak A and peak A of Zn2p3/2 suggest high correlation. And O1s and Al2p also suggest high correlation.
However these correlations include spatial different intensity profiles. In next section we show the results of
peak analysis.

4. Analysis of XPS Spectra
Elements of XPS spectrum from N1 to N9 were exhibited in Figure 1, respectively. Silicon was scarcely, and Si
hadn’t been fitted. In Figure 2, XPS spectra of C1s, O1s, Zn2p3/2 and Al2p at N5 were fitted out, but Si2p. The
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Figure 1. XPS spectrum of C1s, O1s, Zn2p3/2 and Al2p depended after 44 weeks. (a) showed N1-N9 9 points along vertical, and N5 at the center of sample. (b) showed the results of XPS measurements of the 9 points.

Figure 2. XPS spectrum of C1s, O1s, Zn2p3/2 and Al2p at N5 was fitted out.

spitting peaks and characteristic factors were indicated out:
1) C1s was spitted to two (A and B) peaks: Binding energy of peak center of B was 285.0 eV, what showed as
the factor of “Center” in table of Figure 2-C1s. The standard point of these data is C1s (285.0 eV). The width at
half maximum height of peak B was 2.2 eV, what exhibited as factor of “Width”. The integral value of intensity
of peak B was 25416, what exhibited as factor, “Area”. The intensity of peak center of B was 9250, what exhibited as factor, “Height”. The factors of fitted peak A also showed in the table at Figure 2-C1s.
2) O1s was a boarding peak. At high binding energy side, there was a strong satellite marked to A. From
530eV to 534eV, there should be two different combinative states oxygen, at least. The factors of fitted peaks of
oxygen were exhibited in the table of Figure 2-O1s.
3) Spectrum of Zn2p3/2 was fitted to two peaks, clearly. The factors of fitted peaks of zinc were exhibited in
the table of Figure 2-Zn2p3/2.
4) Spectrum of Al2p was single. The factors of fitted peaks of alumina were exhibited in the table of Figure
2-Al2p.
The fitting results of binding energy of peaks from N1 to N9 were showed in Figure 3; and the fitting results
of intensity of fitting out peaks from N1 to N9 were showed in Figure 4.
Figure 3 showed the spatial change of the binding energy of C1s, O1s, Zn2p3/2 and Al2p from N1 to N9. The
peaks at 285.0 eV of C1s are due to adsorbed carbon oxide, which was fixed as the standard of the spectra. C1s
at 288 eV region showed stepwise structure. The stepwise structures were observed in all spectra with higher
binding energies. The other peaks with lower energies of O1s and Zn2p3/2 showed monotonous decrease as
changing the position from N1 to N9.
Figure 4 showed the spatial profiles of integrated peak intensities of analyzed peaks. Intensity profiles of two
peaks at A and B of C1s showed complemented structures with odd symmetry. The summation of these peaks
was almost constant. Intensity profiles of O1s include two groups. The symmetry of these profiles is all even
symmetry. However, the profiles with lower energy, peak-B and Peak-C of O1s, showed even symmetrical, on
the other hand, the profiles with higher energy, peak-A of O1s, showed the sum of even symmetrical and odd
symmetrical. Intensity profiles of Zn2p3/2 include even symmetry of the profile with lower energy, peak-B of
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Figure 3. Spatial changes of the binding energy of C1s, O1s, Zn2p3/2 and Al2p.

Figure 4. XPS spectrum intensities of C1s, O1s, Zn2p3/2 and Al2p spatial symmetry.

Zn2p3/2, and odd symmetry of that with higher energy, peak-A of Zn2p3/2. The summation of these is not constant. The intensity in the half from N6 to N9 decreased linearly. The intensity profile of Al2p showed the sum
of even symmetrical and odd symmetry at high energy side of normal Al2O3 (74.4 eV).

5. Discussion
We discussed the states of special excited zinc film and the spatial symmetry of zinc, and we calculated the important independence parameters, Udc, T, and Δ of charge transfer mechanism.

5.1. The States of Zinc (This Part Has Done a Lot of Modifications)
From Figure 5(b), the XPS spectrum of surface slightly oxidized mental zinc (Zn, ZnO) and N5 in Figure 1 was
showed. There were two satellites at the high binding energy side of Zn2p at N5. To elucidated the states of zinc
in our special film. Here we consider the 2p XPS of transition mental compounds, firstly. Experimental data observed by Rosencwaig et al. (1971) [6]. There is no satellite peak in the Zn2p of ZnF2 where the 3d shell is filled.
However, the satellite of 2p XPS from CuF2 to MnF2 occurs on the higher binding energy side of the main peak.
It is now well established that it originates from the charge transfer between the ligand 2p and metal 3d orbital.
From other researches, the properties of strong correlation and high temperature superconductivity directly related to half filled 3d orbital of the transition metals. However, how can distinguish the 3d full filled states and
3d half filled state? Figure 5(a) showed X-ray photo spectroscopy of Cu2p and O1s in Cu, Cu2O and CuO
[7]-[9]. Metal Cu and Cu2O with 3d10 showed almost the same spectrum of Cu2p, but CuO with 3d9 (orbital of
3d is not full filled.) showed different spectrum of Cu2p to Cu and Cu2O. The peak at high binding energy side
was identified as the peak, what due to 2p53d9 final state that the movement of the holes did not occur. The peak
of low binding energy side could be fitted to two peaks. The fitting peak at high binding energy side is final state
of 2p53d10L, what the movement of hole was occur from Cu3d to O2p with the photoelectron emission. Components what form the sharp rise at the low binding energy side, is 2p53d10 final state, that is derived from a hole in
the valence band is moved to O2p band of adjacent site.
However, 3d orbit of ZnO and Zn is full filled; and new peak at high energy side isn’t exhibited. The electron
transition from O2p to Zn3d couldn’t happen, and there is no satellite peaks to identify the 3d10L state of high
binding energy side in the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. If 3d is half filled, new peaks at the high binding
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. (a) 2p XPS spectrum of Cu foil and CuO [8] [9]; (b)
2p XPS spectrum of Zn/ZnO and N5(Zn*), N5 in Figure 1 at
center of the sample (Zn*: Excited state of zinc).

energy side could be exhibited, what is caused by electron transition between ligand to transition metal. From
this we can infer that, in the Figure 1, Figure 2 and Figure 5(b), the new peaks at the high binding energy side
of Zn* could be exhibited, what caused by half filled of Zn* 3dn (n < 10) orbits. We considered the peak A of
Zn2p3/2 at high energy side was originated to final state of Zn2p53d9, and the peak B of Zn2p3/2 must originated to the final states of Zn2p53d10 or Zn2p53d10L. In other experiments, the relative intensity of peak A and
peak B was changed by irradiation of strong X-ray, and it was reported between 3d9 and 3d10L [6] [7] [10]-[13].
We considered peak A of Zn2p3/2 originated by final state of Zn2p53d9, peak B of Zn2p3/2 originated by the
final state of Zn2p53d10L.

5.2. The Spatial Symmetry of Excited Zinc Film
The correlation between analyzed profiles is useful to decide the interaction between each element. From Figure
4, the electron state of peak-A in C1s correlates with the electron state of peak-A in Zn2p3/2. The electron state
of Al2p correlates with the electron state of peak-A of O1s. The state of peak-C in O1s correlates with peak-B of
Zn2p3/2. These correlations suggest the combination of the origins of these states. The satellites at high binding
energy side of zinc were odd symmetry, and the peaks at low binding energy side of zinc were even symmetry.
We can realize that the initial state of Zn3d9 is odd symmetry, but the initial state of Zn3d10L shows even symmetry. The different spatial symmetry of Zn3d9 and Zn3d10L originated from different force [14].
The external fields on earth just gravitational field, magnetic field and electric field can be considered. From
sample preparation, there is an even symmetry electric field be made out by electron incident. The even symme-
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try of Zn3d10L correlated to electric field. There was micro electric current occurred on the sapphire substrate,
because of electron incident, and the direction of the micro electric currents were same. The same direction micro electric current made the same direction of magnetic field. So, the odd symmetry of Zn3d9 could correlate to
magnetic field.

5.3. Theoretical Calculation of CT (This Part Has Done a Lot of Modifications)
The correspondence between initial state, final state and XPS spectrum of charge transfer process was showed in
Figure 6. Factors of charge transfer energy (Δ), mixing energy (T) and coulomb interaction energy between 3d
and inner holes (Q) are the most important factors in charge transfer process. In Figure 6, we show an ionic
state energy diagram of XPS. From charge transfer theory by A. Kotani and K. Okada [7] [15] [16], there are initial state of dn and dn + 1L (n < 10), and energy of dn + 1L state is ΔeV bigger than dn state. Mixed valence state of
dn is marked as “G.S.”, and energy is smaller than dn of initial state. The final state originated to emission of inner core electroscopes. If energy of cdn = E0, energy of cdn + 1L equal E0 + Δ − Q.
About T, Δ, Udd and Q, the following series of equations is established:
1) Ground state and final state showed as following:

=
G.S. g cos θ g d 9 − sin θ g d10 L

Δ 2 + 4T 2 − Δ
2T

(1)


Δ 2f + 4T 2 − Δ f
 tan θ f =

2T
Δ = Δ − Q
 f

(2)

tan θ=
g

 f1 cos θ f d 9 − sin θ f d10 L
=

F.S. 
9
10
=

 f 2 cos θ f d + cos θ f d L

Eg
=
T

2) The peak state energy of f1 and f2, peak interval of δEB, the intensity ratio of peaks showed as:

Final state energy : E f 1,2 =

Δ f ± Δ 2f + 4T 2

Peak interval : δ E B ≡ E f 2 − E f 1 =

Intensity ratio :=
R

(3)

2
Δ 2f + 4T 2

(4)

If2
= tan 2 (θ f − θ g )
If1

(5)

From Figures 1-3, we got the peak intervals and intensity ratio from source data of XPS. In our zinc film, the
ligand should be C. The value of Q is not very dependent on the metal ions, and Q is reduced with electrical
negative degrees of ligand to transition metal compound [7] [15]. In this calculation, we supposed Q = 5.5 eV,
equal coulomb interaction energy of d-d, Udd.

f2

g
f1

Figure 6. The correspondence between initial state, final state
and XPS spectrum of charge transfer process [15] L: An electron transited from ligand to metal, where must be hole exist.
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Table 1. The independent parameters of Udc, Δ and T were calculated from N1 to N9.
The independent parameters (Δ, T, Udc) of Zn* films

Ground state

Final state

δEB

I+/I−

Udc

Udd

Δ

Δf

(θf)

(θg)

T

Eg

d9

d10L

2p5d9 2p5d10L 2p5d10L+Eg

N1

4.31

60

5.5

5.5

1.20

−4.30

87.35

4.72

0.10

−0.01

0.00

1.20

0.00

−4.30

−4.31

N2

4.20

7.31

5.5

5.5

1.34

−4.16

81.72

12.28

0.31

−0.07

0.00

1.34

0.00

−4.16

−4.23

N3

3.55

1.78

5.5

5.5

2.23

−3.27

68.82

15.82

0.69

−0.19

0.00

2.23

0.00

−3.27

−3.46

N4

3.55

1.19

5.5

5.5

2.36

−3.14

64.98

17.54

0.83

−0.26

0.00

2.36

0.00

−3.14

−3.40

N5

3.60

0.91

5.5

5.5

2.43

−3.08

62.48

18.87

0.94

−0.32

0.00

2.43

0.00

−3.08

−3.40

N6

3.52

0.92

5.5

5.5

2.50

−3.00

62.39

18.18

0.92

−0.30

0.00

2.50

0.00

−3.00

−3.30

N7

3.50

0.91

5.5

5.5

2.54

−2.96

61.85

18.22

0.94

−0.31

0.00

2.54

0.00

−2.96

−3.27

N8

3.47

1.05

5.5

5.5

2.50

−3.00

63.22

17.52

0.88

−0.28

0.00

2.50

0.00

−3.00

−3.28

3.19

1.55

5.5

5.5

2.67

−2.83

65.28

14.40

0.73

−0.19

0.00

2.67

0.00

−2.83

−3.02

N9

From the energy difference, δEB, and peak intensity ratio, I+/I−, between 2p53d9 and 2p53d10L, the Δ and T
were estimated. The results were exhibited in Table 1. In the region where the intensity of 2p53d10L becomes
large, ∆ becomes small, 1.2 eV < ∆ < 2.7 eV, and T becomes small, too, 0.1 eV < T < 0.9 eV, respectively.

5.4. The Structural Instability of Excited Zn Film
Charge conservation in excited zinc atom suggests combination between two Zn3d9 and C2− ions. The size of
C2− is almost comparable to that of oxygen atom. If the electrons transfer from C2− to 3d9, the size of the carbon
shrinks to 0.154 nm from 0.25 nm. Therefore the charge transfer induces a vacancy due to the rapid diffusion of
carbon. In our experiment, the sample showed high mobility of the constituting elements.

6. Conclusions
This paper presents a result of the challenge of the excitation of inner-core electron system with long lifetime of
excited zinc films. The advanced zinc films with excited inner-core electron, 3d9, were formed by surface ion recombination process controlled by the collision energy. We report experimental results of XPS measurements of
9 points along vertical direction from N1 to N9. The most pronounced futures are existence of the satellites,
which are about 4 eV higher than the main lines. This is the proof of the existence of 3d-hole, Zn3d9, which is
the same mechanism of CuO. The measured XPS spectra apparently depend on the location in the sample. These
satellites are due to the charge transfer mechanism of electron from the ligand to Zn3d9. According to the charge
transfer mechanism proposed by A. Kotani and K. Okada, it was clarified that the origins of these peaks are
c3d10L for the main peak and c3d9 for the satellite, respectively. The samples contain Zn, Al, O, C and Si. The
surface densities of these elements depend on the location of the sample. In the analysis along the vertical direction, intensity profile of Zn3d9 showed odd functional symmetry and that of Zn3d10L showed even functional
symmetry. Only the intensity profile of C1s (288 eV) showed the same spatial correlation with Zn3d9. This is
the reason that the ligand for Zn3d9 is Carbon, not Oxygen. The other elements roughly show the even functional symmetry. We analyzed experimental data by using Kotani and Okada’s theoretical model. From the energy
difference, δEB, and peak intensity ratio, I+/I−, between 2p53d9 and 2p53d10L, the energy for charge transfer, ∆,
and mixing energy, T, were estimated. In the region where the intensity of 2p53d10L becomes large, ∆ becomes
small, 1.2 < ∆ < 2.7, and T becomes small, too, 0.1 < T < 0.9, respectively. In this calculation, we supposed Udc
= 5.5 eV. The excited zinc films also showed high mobility of the constituting elements which correlated to C2−.
We conclude that the excited zinc films have 3d-hole, 3d9, with almost permanent lifetime and 3d9 combine
with carbon. Although the detailed mechanism of the long lifetime of the inner-core excited zinc atoms is not
clear at the present time, this material suggests the high potential for the advanced application in wide area [17].
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